Introducing the Sea Force IX
56.5 Center Console “Inboard Diesel” Sport Yacht

Half way into our second decade of bringing only the finest custom sport yachts to the luxury yachting market, Sea Force IX is now offering an innovative sport yacht designed for the discriminating mariner who wants a quality, all weather, all season sport yacht that can be owner operated and easily maintained for the maximum amount of offshore enjoyment.

This vessel starts with the non-negotiable Sea Force IX recipe that is proven the world over. Dynamic, full lift hull form, clean classic styling, “Monolithic Construction” and flawless finishes are in accord with the Sea Force IX pedigree. Comfort, safety, seakeeping, fingertip maneuverability and unparalleled economy of operation all still standard on this new Sea Force. With that foundation established, this sport yacht brings reliable, powerful diesel inboard propulsion to the center console format in grand style and multi-purpose pleasure yachting.

Various engine packages from 3,200 to 3,840 horsepower will be delivered to the water via custom struts and props set in a unique tunnel design proven to be propeller friendly while maintaining efficiency and lift. A single 21,000 watt diesel generator, bow thruster, chilled water air conditioning and engine driven power hydraulic steering articulating high aspect ratio rudders round out the major equipment.

This made to order versatile yacht can be configured to your intended usage. Be it tournament fishing, diving or just an all around offshore cruiser, each vessel is an extension of the individual who wants the best the way they want it.

PARTICULARS:

- LOA: 56’-8
- Beam: 17’-2
- Draft: 5’-3” (1.67m)
- Fuel: 1,400 US gals (6,813l)
- Water: 150 US gals (946)
- Projected top speed: Approaching 50 knots depending on engine selection
- Projected range: 375 miles at 30 knots